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ABSTRACT
Model-driven engineering (MDE) supports the engineering of complex systems via multiple models representing various systems' aspects. These interconnected models are usually heterogeneous and often specified using complementary modeling languages. Whenever needed, model view solutions can be employed to federate these models in a more transparent way. To do so, the required inter-model links can sometimes be automatically computed via explicitly written matching rules. However, in some cases, matching rules would be too complex (or even impossible) to write. Thus, some inter-model links may be inferred by analyzing previous examples instead. In this paper, we introduce a Machine Learning (ML)-backed approach for expressing and computing such model views. Notably, we aim at making the use of ML as simple as possible in this context. To this end, we propose to refine and extend the View-Point Definition Language (VPDL) from the EMF Views model view solution to integrate the use of dedicated Heterogeneous Graph Neural Networks (HGNNs). These view-specific HGNNs can be trained with appropriate sets of contributing models before being used for inferring links to be added to the views.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering → System modeling languages; Integration frameworks; • Computing methodologies → Neural networks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Complex systems engineering is challenging because of the various aspects to be tackled, including information fragmentation among stakeholders [1, 5]. To overcome this, Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) fosters using multiple models as fundamental artifacts to support analysts, engineers, etc., in performing their tasks more efficiently. However, dealing with heterogeneous models defined in different modeling languages at various abstraction levels (e.g., UML, SysML, BPMN, or DSLs for problem-specific tasks) requires appropriate model federation strategies.

Model View solutions are efficient ways to deal with model federation [3]. Model views are built over one or several existing models, called contributing models, that possibly conform to different metamodels. A model view allows users to access information from different contributing models in an integrated and transparent way. The elements of the contributing models are integrated by adding new inter-model links to the model view. Such links are concrete instances of an inter-model relation among the contributing models. Sometimes, inter-model links can be automatically computed via matching rules written by the engineers. However, specifying such rules requires a deep knowledge of the involved models and metamodels. Moreover, these rules may be too complex to write manually using a query language. As a consequence, automating the derivation of these rules has already been identified as an important challenge [6].

Machine Learning (ML) approaches have already been exploited to improve various model management operations [2, 9, 17, 18]. For example, Graph Neural Networks (GNNs), i.e., deep-learning models optimized for operation on graph-structured data, have already been successfully used in recommendation systems for model editing [10] or for the generation of structurally-realistic models [14]. Among other benefits, they have notably demonstrated their ability to capture interesting structural properties of model graphs from a limited set of examples.

In this paper, we introduce a ML-backed approach for computing model views that require the inference of inter-model links. Our objective is making the work of the view engineer easier by simplifying the use of ML as much as possible, so that she/he does not need to write ML code. To realize our approach, we rely on the link prediction capabilities of GNNs. Unlike previous research efforts, we propose to rely on Heterogeneous Graph Neural Networks (HGNNs), a particular class of GNNs that have native support
for graphs whose nodes and edges have different types (which is the case in model views). In practice, we propose to extend the EMF Views\(^1\) solution [4] and its ViewPoint Definition Language (VPDL) to integrate HGNNs. The engineer only needs to indicate 1) the relations to learn, 2) the parts of the models involved in the learning process, and 3) a relevant set of sample links. Then, a declarative description of the architecture and configuration for the corresponding HGNNs can be automatically generated and eventually manually updated by an ML specialist. These HGNNs can be transparently trained and finally used to infer inter-model links integrated into model views.

2 PROPOSED APPROACH

2.1 Overview

In the standard EMF Views approach (cf. the lower part of Figure 1), the view engineer has to provide two artifacts: a Viewpoint definition at the metamodel level and a View definition at the model level. In EMF Views, these two artifacts can be partially generated from a specification in VPDL, as described in the next subsection. Then, the View Builder takes these two artifacts as inputs and builds a virtual model that materializes the specified Model View.

![Figure 1: Overview of the proposed approach](image)

In our approach (cf. the upper part of Figure 1), we propose to complement EMF Views with a new View Learning component to support the View Builder base component. A set of assignments for GNN properties is computed from the Viewpoint definition. They describe the architecture of the GNN and the hyperparameters for link prediction, including training and embedding. A ML Specialist can possibly edit the value of these properties, e.g. to fine-tune the learning step. Training models are also required, including existing links used as examples for learning. Such existing models can come from different sources, e.g. legacy projects. Then, the View Learning component takes these two artifacts as inputs and generates a trained HGNN model. The set of inter-model links are computed by the View Builder component using the HGNN model, before constructing the corresponding view.

Note that the EMF Views solution already supports delegating the computation of inter-model links to external tools. Hence, our approach can reuse the standard structure of the Viewpoint definition and the standard View Builder component from EMF Views with no modifications. Moreover, the approach aims at decoupling the contributions of the View engineer and the ML specialist. Thus, the ML specialist can support the engineer by working on improving the accuracy and relevance of the inferred links without affecting the original Viewpoint definition and View definition made by the View engineer. Overall, we intend to make the use of ML as transparent as possible from the View engineer perspective by delegating the ML integration and execution to our approach (and possible ML-specific optimizations to the ML specialist).

2.2 Extended ViewPoint Definition Language

We propose to rely on the standard EMF Views for partially generating the Viewpoint definition and View definition from a specification in VPDL. Then, these artifacts are manually completed to point to the actual resources, i.e., the contributing metamodels and models, respectively. Additionally, our approach exploits our VPDL extension for generating default GNN architectures and hyperparameters (based on previous experiments) for the learning process.

To illustrate this, we refer in what follows to a small example where a Users model contains personal information extracted from a social network, while a Movies model contains information from a film database. The goal is to automatically compute a model view containing users, movies, and links connecting each user with the movies they probably watched.

Suppose we have a data set describing other users with information about watched movies, coming from the MovieLens data set [12] for instance. We aim to learn a mathematical relation between each user and their watched movies from this data set. This relation is then applied in the view to compute new inter-model links between our users and movies they probably watched.

```
create view watched as

select Users.User[id, name],
Movies.Movie,*,
Users.User join Movies.Movie
as watched
from 'http://paper/movies' as Movies,
'http://paper/users' as Users
where "s.id"<->s.movies->[t.id, t.genres.value]"
for watched
```

![Figure 2: Extended VPD for the recommendation example](image)

Figure 2 shows a snippet of our viewpoint specification in Extended VPDL for computing recommendations on this example. The create and from parts are standard VPDL. However, the where part contains a specific expression indicating, for each inter-model relation, the properties of the two models and the training relation to be considered for learning. It contains:

\(^1\)https://github.com/atlanmod/emfviews/
• A set of navigation paths starting from the source of the relation \( s \), indicating the properties that should be considered for characterizing the source element. In our case, \((s, \text{id})\) indicates that the learning system will only use the \( \text{id} \) of the user (and not the name, age, etc.).

• A set of navigation paths starting from the target of the relation \( t \), indicating the properties that should be considered for characterizing the target element. In our case, \((t, \text{id}, \text{genres.value})\) indicates that the learning system will use the \( \text{id} \) of the movie and the list of its genres. Note that the navigation expression can navigate the model to access attributes of other model elements, e.g., \text{Genre}.

• A navigation path indicating an existing relation used as the source of examples. This path is always represented between the two previous sets, with a specific arrow notation. In our case, \("<s, \text{movies} ->\) indicates that the learning system will consider the movies relation as the set of examples to learn from (in the direction starting from \( s \)).

3 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we introduced an approach for automatically inferring inter-model links in the context of model views. To this end, we proposed to refine and extend the existing VPDL model view specification language from EMIF Views to properly integrate the automated generation and use of view-dedicated HGNNs. In practice, we implemented an initial prototype of our approach by combining the Eclipse-based EMIF Views solution with two Python libraries, PyEcore\(^2\) and PyTorch Geometric\(^3\), dedicated to model handling and HGNNs, respectively.

The related work on learning constraints and model transformations is particularly interesting in our context, as model views can be possibly implemented by model transformations. On the constraints side, Dang & Cabot [8] proposed the InferOCL tool for the automatic inference of OCL constraints (based on examples) on conceptual models and metamodels. On the model transformation side, Model Transformations by Example (MTBE) [13, 16], a user-friendly approach that aims at generating transformation rules from example of inter-model mappings, have already been quite studied. More recently, Burgueno et al. proposed a generic neural network architecture to support the automated inference of model-to-model and model-to-text transformations [7]. Compared to these research efforts, we focus more on computing relevant possibly existing inter-model links while limiting the number of ML code to be written by engineers.

Future work includes continuing the development and evaluation of the initial prototype of our proposed approach. We also plan to work on a dedicated language for GNN Properties, more smoothly integrated with VPDL. To this end, we can study the potential reuse of existing work on DSLs for supporting ML activities [11, 15].
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